Abstract. Boij and Söderberg made a pair of conjectures, which were subsequently proven by Eisenbud and Schreyer and then extended by Boij and Söderberg, about the structure of Betti diagrams of Graded modules. In the theory, a particular family of posets, and their associated order complexes, play an integral role. We explore the structure of this family. In particular, we show the posets are bounded complete lattices and the order complexes are vertex-decomposable, hence Cohen-Macaulay and squarefree glicci.
Boij and Söderberg recently conjectured in [3] a complete characterisation, up to multiplication by a positive rational, of the structure of Betti diagrams of finitely generated graded modules. Their conjectures were proven for the Cohen-Macaulay case in [7] . These were further extended to arbitrary graded modules in [4] . This characterisation centered around constructing the convex hull of a particular class of Betti diagrams and showing it is equal to a geometric realisation of a particular simplicial complex-the order complex of a poset.
The family of posets described in [3, Definition 2.3], which we refer to as the Boij-Söderberg posets, is the focus of this paper. In particular, we study the structure of the posets and their associated order complexes. While no immediate applications are presented here, we hope that our results will help shed light on the mysterious relation between the decomposition of Betti tables and the associated modules.
In Section 1 we recall the relevant combinatorial definitions and explicitly define the BoijSöderberg posets (Definition 1.1). Following this, in Section 2 we determine some basic structural results for the posets. In particular, we show that the Boij-Söderberg posets are indeed bounded complete lattices (Proposition 2.1). And in Section 3 we discuss the recursive structure of the posets by finding a recursive atom ordering (see [1] ) for each of the posets (Theorem 3.1). This allows us to conclude that the order complexes are vertex-decomposable, Cohen-Macaulay, and squarefree glicci (Corollary 3.2).
1. Preliminaries 1.1. Combinatorics. A simplicial complex ∆, on a finite set V , is a set of subsets of V closed under inclusion; elements of ∆ are called faces. The dimension of a face σ is #σ − 1 and of a complex ∆ is the maximum of the dimensions of its faces. A complex whose maximal faces, called facets, are equi-dimensional is called pure and a complex with a unique maximal face is called a simplex.
Given two simplicial complexes ∆ and Γ with disjoint vertex sets, we define the join of ∆ and Γ to be the simplicial complex If ∆ = v is a vertex, then v ⋆ Γ is said to be the cone of Γ with apex v.
Let σ be a face of ∆, then the link and deletion of σ from ∆ are given by
Following [10, Definition 2.1], a pure complex ∆ is said to be to be vertex-decomposable if either ∆ is a simplex or there exists a vertex v ∈ ∆, called a shedding vertex, such that both link ∆ v and del ∆ v are vertex-decomposable. Checking if a particular simplicial complex is vertex-decomposable can be done using a computer program such as [8] , in particular, the package described in [5] provides the appropriate methods.
A poset P is a set with a partial ordering, that is, a binary relation "≤" over the set which is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Given v, u ∈ P with v ≤ u, the interval [v, u] is the sub-poset {w ∈ P | v ≤ w ≤ u]. A chain is a sequence v 0 < v 1 < · · · < v p of elements of P ; such a chain is said to have length p. The poset P is called pure if every maximal chain has the same length. The poset P is bounded if there exists a unique minimal element,0, and a unique maximal element,1, of P .
Let S be a subset of P . The meet of S, if it exists, is the infimum of S and is denoted ∨S. Similarly, the join of S, if it exists, is the supremum of S and is denoted ∧S. If every distinct pair of elements in P has a meet and a join, then P is called a lattice; if every subset of P has a meet and a join, then P is called a complete lattice.
Let P be a finite poset. For elements x, y ∈ P , we say that y covers x, denoted x → y, if x < y and x < z ≤ y implies y = z; in this case, we also say x is covered by y. An atom of a bounded poset is an element which covers0, the unique minimal element of P .
In [1] , Björner and Wachs define a bounded pure poset P to admit a recursive atom ordering if either P has maximal chains of length one or there is an ordering of the atoms, a 1 , . . . , a t , of P which satisfies the properties:
] admits a recursive atom ordering on its atoms b 1 , . . . , b s with the property that there exists a 1 ≤ k ≤ s such that b l → a i for some 1 ≤ i < j if and only if l ≤ k, and (ii) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t, if a i , a j < y, then there is a k < j and z ∈ P such that a k , a j → z ≤ y. Associated to every finite poset P is the order complex, denoted ∆(P ), which is a simplicial complex with faces given by chains in P ; the facets of ∆(P ) are exactly the maximal chains of P , hence P is pure if and only if ∆(P ) is pure. Notice that the minimal non-faces of ∆(P ) are exactly the pairs of incomparable elements of P , so ∆(P ) is a flag complex.
1.2. Boij-Söderberg posets and order complexes. In [3] , Boij and Söderberg made a pair of conjectures about the possible graded Betti numbers of graded modules up to multiplication by positive rational numbers; the conjecture was proven in [7] and [4] . In the course of their construction, they define a family of posets which we recall here. 
Notice that in [3] , the poset Π d,d has the associated pure diagrams as vertices, but these are equivalent as pure diagrams are in bijection to strictly increasing sequences in Z p+1 . We further note that ∆(Π d,d ) is a pure complex by [ Further, the family of Boij-Söderberg posets contains the family of posets of bounded root sequences described in [7, Section 8] where it is shown that the supernatural cohomology tables of root sequences in a bounded range give a geometric realisation of the order complex of the associated bounded root sequences. These are in turn used to prove the Boij-Söderberg conjectures.
Basic structure
be strictly increasing sequences with d i ≤ d i for 0 ≤ i ≤ p. First we see that the order complex has very nice structure.
for 0 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, so l ′ ≤ l and l is the meet of D. Similarly, u is the join of D.
Notice further that, by definition,
is a bounded complete lattice. 
That is, ρ • ϕ exactly reverses the order of elements in Π d,d and hence
An immediate result of this is that particular posets are isomorphic to themselves after reversing the order. 
Proof. Let ϕ and ρ be as in the proof of Proposition 2.2; recall that ρ • ϕ is a bijection.
This then allows us to see that some posets can be simplified. vertices and
Proof. Every vertex of Π d,d is a sequence of p + 1 numbers which can be seen as a p + 1 subset of {1, 2, . . . , p + k}. Similarly, every such p + 1 subset can be seen as a strictly increasing sequence of p + 1 numbers. Hence there are p+k+1 p+1
vertices. Consider the vertices of Π d,d with d subtracted from them, then we are considering weakly increasing sequences of length p + 1 with entries from {0, 1, . . . , k}. Thus under the aforementioned consideration of the vertices, the maximal chains in Π d,d then correspond directly to the SU(p + 1) walk diagrams of (p + 1)k-steps as described in [6, Section IV] . Moreover, the number of such walk diagrams is given in [6, Equation (4.8)] as f (p, k).
As every Boij-Söderberg poset contains and is contained in such a poset, we can give a bound on the number of vertices and number of facets of an arbitrary Boij-Söderberg poset.
be strictly increasing sequences with
If we set v to be the number of vertices and n to be the number of facets of Π d,d , then
We further make the observation that vertex-decomposability of ∆(
) by linking, taking half of a join, and coning. Thus, properties like vertex-decomposability and CohenMacaulayness, which respect linking, joining, and coning, are preserved.
Recursive structure
Boij-Söderberg posets admit recursive atom orderings which are simple to describe. For j ≥ 2, the atom d + e i j + e i k of P j covers d + e i k for 1 ≤ k < j and these are the only atoms of P j which cover some d + e i k for 1 ≤ k < j. Moreover, for ℓ > i j not equal to some
is not a member of P j . Hence, the atoms d + e i j + e i k , for 1 ≤ k < j, of P j are those which come first in the ordering of P j .
For 1 ≤ k < j ≤ t, the atom z = d + e i j + e i k of P j is the join of d + e i j and d + e i k and covers both atoms. Hence if d + e i k , d + e i j < y for some y ∈ Π d,d , then z ≤ y.
Therefore Π d,d admits a recursive atom ordering when the atoms are ordered lexicographically from smallest to largest.
As the poset admits a recursive atom ordering, then the associated order complex is vertexdecomposable, hence squarefree glicci (so, in particular, in the Gorenstein liaison class of a complete intersection, see [9] ) and Cohen-Macaulay. Removing either (2, 3, 4) or (1, 5, 6) creates a situation where a single change is followed by a triplet of changes or the opposite-either case is impossible in our family. Last, removing the other four vertices creates a situation which is, after tedious calculation, demonstrable impossible. In particular, the form implies 3 ≤ #d ≤ 5 but also that0 would have exactly one consecutive pair of entries with nonconsecutive values. Checking the nine possible situations yields a contradiction in each case.
Hence, deleting any shedding vertex from Π d,d yields a new poset which is not a BoijSöderberg poset.
